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The present investigation examined the relationship

between elated and depressed moods and dissociation,

association, and positive self-talk strategies on endurance

performance. Results showed a significant mood main effect

with elated subjects performing longer than depressed

subjects. Results also revealed a significant cognitive

strategy main effect with positive self-talk and

dissociation groups producing longer endurance times than

association and control groups. A significant interaction

between mood and cognitive strategy found that subjects in

the positive self-talk and dissociation groups increased

their performance time to a greater extent from the

depressed to the elated condition than did subjects in the

association and control groups. Results are discussed in

terms of previous investigations of mood and cognitive

strategies on physical performance.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Research on the effects of moods and emotions on

performance has cut across several scientific disciplines.

Though differences abound on the definitions and descriptive

terms used to characterize moods or emotions, many of the

scientific fields involved in studying this area are

beginning to come together (McNaughton, 1989). Through the

formation of these associations, researchers have begun to

examine the meaning of emotion from several different

perspectives (i.e., psychological, physiological,

biological).

The definitions of moods and emotions have encountered

some problems due to the complexity and similarity of terms

used to describe them. However, the functional differences

between these two present an appropriate point to draw upon

a distinction. For example, Stuss and Benson (1983) have

distinguished moods as "a relatively internal disposition,

defined by the internal state of mind", and emotions as "a

broader term that brings together.. .behavioral responses

linking bodily and mental activities with the underlying

feeling tone" (p. 114-115). By considering moods and

emotions along these functional dimensions a more meaningful

understanding of the two becomes clearer. One aspect of the
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present study will be focusing on the relationship of mood

states and physical performance.

Research on mood state differences of athletes has been

conducted from several different approaches. First, a

number of correlational studies have been conducted

examining the mood state assessment of participants while

engaged in various physical performances. These studies

have revealed that successful and physically active

individuals report more positive moods and less negative

moods than unsuccessful and less physically active

individuals. Second, other studies have involved the direct

manipulation of subjects' mood state (i.e., elation vs.

depression) to examine their effects on both physical and

mental performance abilities. These studies have found that

individuals with elated moods perform significantly better

than individuals with depressed moods on both mental and

physical tasks.

The importance of employing cognitive strategies during

physical performance has received much research attention in

the field of sport psychology over the years (Gould,

Weinberg, & Jackson, 1980; Mahoney, 1979; Morgan & Pollock,

1977b; Shelton & Mahoney, 1978; Weinberg, Gould, & Jackson,

1980, Weinberg, Gould, Jackson, & Barnes, 1980; Wilkes &

Summers, 1984). The terminology used in describing certain

cognitive strategies engaged in by athletes was greatly

impacted by Morgan (1978). Through interviewing long-
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distance runners he uncovered that many of these athletes

created a variety of images to distract themselves from the

discomfort they experienced. Morgan has described this as a

form of self-hypnosis and has labelled this technique

dissociation. He also revealed that at times the runners

closely monitored their bodily functions and focussed on the

feelings and sensations occurring inside their bodies which

he has termed association. Morgan has explained that this

sense of body awareness assists athletes to overcome mental

barriers associated with their performance. The strategy of

positive self-talk has also been regarded by sport

psychology researchers as an important technique that

athletes use during their performances (Bunker & Williams,

1986). A common practice is for athletes to verbally repeat

confident self-statements to themselves which enable them to

maintain persistence during the event. Many studies have

examined the effectiveness of employing these three mental

strategies on physical performance (Morgan, Horstman,

Cymerman, & Stokes, 1983; Shomer, 1986; Spink, 1988;

Weinberg, 1985; Weinberg, Smith, Jackson, & Gould, 1984).

Although previous research has investigated the effects

of mood states and cognitive strategies on physical

performance, there is a dearth of studies to determine the

interaction between mood states and the use of cognitive

strategies. The assumption that "thoughts directly affect

feelings and ultimately actions" (Bunker and Williams, 1986)
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addresses the importance of investigating the relationship

of thoughts and moods on physical performance. The present

study will attempt to extend the knowledge of cognitive

strategy effectiveness for physical performance by examining

the mood context of the individual.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the present investigation was to examine

the relationship between elated and depressed moods and

dissociation, association, and positive self-talk cognitive

strategies on the performance of an endurance task.

Definitions of Terms

The following terms will be included throughout the

chapters:

Emotion. "A broader term that brings together a

sizeable number of behavioral responses linking bodily and

mental activities with the underlying feeling tone" (Stuss &

Benson, 1983, p. 115).

Mood. "A relatively pervasive internal disposition,

defined by the internal state of mind, not the external

behavioral manifestations" (Stuss & Benson, 1983, p. 114).

Elation. A positive internal state of mind that is

associated with feelings of joy, happiness, excitement, and

pleasure.

Depression. A negative internal state of mind that is
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associated with feelings of hopelessness, sorrow,. and

sadness.

Dissociation. A cognitive strategy involving images or

thoughts that allow an individual to distract from the

physiological pain or discomfort experienced during physical

performance (Morgan, 1978).

Association. A cognitive strategy which enables an

individual to maintain an internal focus of the body's

physiological functioning during physical performance

(Morgan, 1978).

Positive self-talk. A cognitive strategy involving

optimistic self-statements which enable an individual to

maintain both energy and persistence (Bunker & Williams,

1986).

Hypotheses

1. Subjects in the elated condition will perform

significantly better than subjects in the depressed

condition.

2. In the depressed condition, the positive self-talk

and association groups will perform significantly better

than subjects in the dissociation or control groups.

3. In the elated condition, the positive self-talk and

dissociation groups will perform significantly better than

subjects in the association or control groups.
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Delimitations of the Study

1. The study will be delimited to the use of 80 young,

college aged males.

2. The study will be delimited to the use of a

laboratory endurance task that may not have much

generalizability to a natural real-life endurance task.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of the present investigation is to

determine the relationship between depressed and elated

moods and the cognitive strategies of dissociation,

association, and positive self-talk in the performance of an

endurance task. This chapter will discuss the definition of

emotion and mood states, the relevant literature pertaining

to the assessment of mood states, manipulation of mood

states, and the use of cognitive strategies. First, the

definition of emotion and mood states will be discussed.

Second, research will be presented on the mood state

assessment of individuals and athletes during various

physical performance situations along with the direct

manipulation of elated and depressed mood states on mental

and physical performance. Third, empirical research will be

presented on the influence of employing dissociative,

associative, and positive self-talk cognitive strategies to

enhance physical performance. Fourth, a discussion linking

the potential interaction of moods and cognitive strategies

will be presented.

7
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Mood Research

Throughout history we have long since wondered about

those mysterious frames of mind that are commonly known as

moods. What is inherent to the nature of humans that leads

to such a wide array of feelings? Drawing from

physiological psychology, Heilman assumes that "all

behavior, including emotional behavior, is mediated by

physical processes" (1983, p. 1). Employing this approach,

researchers have attempted to study how moods impact an

individual's physical performance. However, previous

researchers have had difficulty in specifically defining

what is meant by the terms emotions and moods. Although

differences have existed in the past, McNaughton (1989) has

argued that several scientific disciplines interested in the

study of emotion are now moving together. Specifically he

contends that "areas such as ethology, physiological

psychology, psychophysiology, neuropsychology, learning

theory, social psychology, and cognitive psychology can all

shed light on the nature of emotion" (McNaughton, 1989, p.

5). To collectively study a phenomenon, it would seem

appropriate to clear the air of any semantic

miscommunication.

Along these lines, Plutchik (1980) addresses the

semantic difficulty in explaining emotion, by defining

emotion as "a complex sequence of events having elements of

cognitive appraisal, feeling, impulses to action, and overt
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behavior" (Plutchik, 1980, p. 68). The feature standing out

most saliently in the article was the wheel of emotions

model which described the eight primary emotions (fear,

surprise, sadness, disgust, anger, anticipation, joy, and

acceptance) as they relate to each other. The analogy is

made to colors, in that "all the colors observed in nature

can be duplicated by mixing primary colors...similarly, we

can imagine combinations of primary emotions that do, in

fact, exist in experience" (Plutchik, 1980, p. -77).

Stuss and Benson defined emotion as "a broader term

that brings together a sizeable number of behavioral

responses linking bodily and mental activities with the

underlying feeling tone" (Stuss & Benson, 1983, p. 115).

Mood, on the other hand, was described as "a relatively

pervasive internal disposition, defined by the internal

state of mind, not the external behavioral manifestations"

(Stuss & Benson, 1983, p. 114). Thus, this conception of

moods represents a subjective, internal portion of the more

integrative and behaviorly manifested emotion. This view of

mood states representing subcomponents of emotional behavior

will be used as the operational definition in the present

investigation. To begin discussion on the relationship

between mood states and performance, research conducted on

the mood states of individuals in physical performance

settings will be presented in the following section.
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Mood State and Performance: Correlational Evidence

The interest in mood states and physical performance

has led to several correlational studies which have involved

the mood state assessment of individuals across varying

physical performance situations. For example, Reilly (1977)

recorded the pre-start moods of cross-country runners and

related these measures to their performance. He found that

the runners scored high in surgency, concentration, and

vigor while scoring lower in aggression, fatigue and

sadness. The runners' performance was significantly

correlated with vigor and surgency scores.

Two other studies made use of the Profile of Mood

States (POMS) checklist in measuring the qualities of

marathon runners, joggers, and nonexercisers (Wilson,

Morley, & Bird, 1980) and athletic sailors and runners

(Joesting, 1981). Wilson et al. (1980) found that

marathoners and joggers had less depression, fatigue, anger,

tension, confusion, and more vigor than nonexercisers. The

marathoners and joggers had no differences on fatigue and

tension, but the marathoners did score significantly lower

on depression, anger, confusion, and higher on vigor than

the joggers. Similarly, Joesting (1981) found that male

runners scored significantly lower on depression, anxiety,

and fatigue than the athletic sailors, while female runners

scored lower than the athletic sailors on fatigue only.

The work of Silva, Shultz, Haslam, Martin, and Murray
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(1985) selected both the POMS and the Eight State.

Questionnaire (8SQ) in testing future hopefuls for the 1980

U.S. Olympic Wrestling team. The data revealed that the

qualifiers scored lower in stress, depression, regression

(confusion), and guilt on the 8SQ while scoring lower in

tension, depression, anger, fatigue, and confusion on the

POMS questionnaire.

Another study by Silva and Hardy (1986) sought to

discriminate placers (11) and nonplacers (21) at the U.S.

Olympic marathon trials by analyzing their precompetitive

affect. Results indicated that the placers were shown to be

lower on anxiety, stress, depression, regression

(confusion), fatigue, guilt, and extraversion, but were

higher on arousal than the nonplacers. Further analysis

showed that the three variables of anxiety, regression

(confusion), and extraversion were involved with maximizing

the differences between the two groups.

The investigation of the mood profiles of chronic

exercisers (Frazier, 1988) provided additional supporting

results that physically active individuals show positive

mood profiles. This study showed that both male and female

participants had low mean scores of tension, depression,

fatigue, and confusion and a high mean score on vigor.

These findings presented corroborate the work by Morgan and

Johnson (1977a), Morgan and Pollock (1977b), and Morgan and

Johnson (1978), who have titled this pattern, The Iceberg
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Profile (Morgan, 1980). This configuration is evident by

the graph of successful elite athletes who score lower on

moods of depression, fatigue, anger, tension and confusion

while peaking a high value for vigor (see Figure 1).

The preceding studies have thus indicated that a

positive relationship does exist between physical activity

and positive mood states as well as between success and mood

state. Specifically, the more successful and physically

active participants possess more positive moods and less

negative moods than the less successful and less physically

active. Furthermore, the less successful and less

physically active were not only lacking in positive moods,

but also manifested a large degree of negative moods.

Drawing from this correlational data, one might expect that

mood states may have a causative effect on the mental and

physical performance of individuals. That is, individuals

in positive moods may be able to perform better on both

mental and physical tasks than individuals in negative

moods.

This contention has received attention in both the

psychological and sport psychological literatures (Anshel,

1987; Cappelli and Cacciotti, 1985; Kavanagh, 1987; Kavanagh

& Hausfeld, 1987; Methany and Blue, 1977; Radenhausen and

Anker 1988; Velten, 1968). These studies were designed to

manipulate subjects' mood states (e.g., depression and

elation) and then to test their effects on both mental and
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physical performance abilities. A review of this relevant

literature will be presented in the following section.

Mood States and Performance: Experimental Evidence

The major impetus for studying the depressed and elated

moods of individuals began with Velten (1968). This study

was designed to test the effectiveness of a laboratory task

developed for the induction of mood states. The purpose for

conducting this research had stemmed from two of the current

"semantic" or talking psychotherapists, Albert Ellis (1957)

and E. Lakin Phillips (1957), who both used similar methods.

Velten claimed that "the theoretical goal of this experiment

was to test the central tenet of "semantic" therapy, that

the constructions or interpretations people place upon

events determine their affective responses" (1968, p. 473).

In doing so, Velten created 60 elation, 60 depression, and

60 neutral mood induction statements which were printed on

lineless index cards and presented them to 100 subjects.

Furthermore, elated demand characteristic and depressed

demand characteristic treatment groups were used as controls

in this study. The results largely confirmed the

predictions in that the elated subjects performed

significantly better than the depressed subjects on various

measures of mood-relevant behavior (i.e., decision time,

writing speed, spontaneous verbalizations, word

association). The findings of the demand characteristic
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groups revealed that they were generally unsuccessful in

creating actual moods of elation or depression. Velten

concluded that this method is a viable way to study the

various mood states of individuals and gives support to the

possible value of lists of mood or other statements in

psychotherapy.

Several investigations have since surfaced concerning

the effect of elated and depressed moods on one's mental and

physical performance ability. For example, the effects of

mood states on behavior and physiological arousal was

studied by Methany and Blue (1977). Elation, depression,

and a neutral mood were induced to test their influence on

the writing speed, decision time, reaction time, and

spontaneous verbalizations of 45 subjects. Also a

physiological arousal measure was recorded via heart rate

(HR) and galvanic skin response (GSR). Through the use of a

pretest/posttest design, results indicated that only the

reaction times of subjects in the three conditions revealed

significant differences with elated subjects performing

superior to both neutral and depressed subjects. No

significant differences were found between the three

conditions on HR and GSR measures. The elated subjects also

indicated on a post-experimental questionnaire that the mood

induction procedure had indeed created a manipulation effect

as intended by the experimenters. Furthermore, elated

subjects believed their mood treatment facilitated their
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writing speed, decision time, and reaction time, whereas

depressed subjects believed the mood treatment was

detrimental to these performance measures.

Cappelli and Cacciotti (1985) sought to examine the

effect of mood states on performance of an inverted alphabet

task in the context of Eysenck's theory of personality.

Mood was induced as either elated or depressed, and a

control condition was also included. Results revealed that

elated subjects had significantly less incorrect responses

than both the control and depressed conditions. However,

the personality dimensions of extraversion, neuroticism, and

psychoticism revealed no differences in the amount of false

responses between themselves. In addition no interaction

was found between the personality characteristics and

experimental groups. The researchers concluded that through

positive mood induction, individuals appear to be more

motivated toward accurately performing on mental tasks.

Additional studies have been conducted which have

examined the effects of mood states on the recall of words

(Teasdale & Russell, 1983) and on the accessibility of

memories (Teasdale & Taylor, 1981). Teasdale and Russell's

(1983) study tested the effect of induced elation and

depression on the recall of positive, negative, and neutral

words. The findings revealed that elated subjects recalled

significantly more positive words than depressed subjects

and that depressed subjects recalled significantly more
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negative words than elated subjects. No mood differences

were found for the recall of neutral words. These results

were consistent with the Teasdale and Taylor (1981) study

which showed that unhappy and unpleasant memories were more

evident in depressed subjects than in elated subjects and

that happy and pleasant memories were more evident in elated

subjects than in depressed subjects. Bower (1981) supports

the findings of the above two studies by proposing the idea

of a mood-congruity effect on the function of memory. The

mood-congruity effect argues that individuals attend to,

recollect, and learn more about events that correspond to

their mood state.

The effects of mood states on reasoning and perceptual

performance was investigated by Radenhausen and Anker (1988)

who studied the relationship using nondepressed individuals,

since previous studies had focussed on psychiatric patients.

Measures of reasoning and perceptual ability were collected

under the three induced mood states of elation and

depression, and a neutral (control) mood condition was also

included. In an attempt to magnify the mood induction

experience, the procedure by Velten (1968) was enhanced by

allowing the subjects to listen to a pre-recording of the

self-referent statements in the appropriate vocal tone at 20

second intervals. This required the subjects to concentrate

on each statement for a controlled amount of time and also

to verbally repeat the statements after they had been heard.
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The findings on perceptual performance showed no significant

differences among the three mood states. The results on

reasoning performance, however, indicated that elated

subjects produced a significantly better reasoning ability

than depressed and neutral subjects. It was concluded that

since depressed individuals showed such deficits, other

aspects of cognitive functioning such as the individual's

coping style should be the focus of future investigation.

Kavanagh (1987) studied the mood state differences of

individuals performing an anagrams task while determining

the role of self-efficacy on the results. The anagrams,

words with transposed letters, were divided into 3

difficulty levels; easy, moderate, and difficult. Happy,

sad, and neutral mood conditions were implemented and

efficacy expectations and confidence ratings were collected

along the difficulty levels of the task. The findings

showed that happy subjects maintained their participation

for a significantly longer amount of time (approximately

50%) and solved more anagrams on average than sad subjects.

The strength of self-efficacy reported before the task was

shown to be unaffected by the mood states, but mood

differences were apparent in the self-efficacy scores after

the task. These post task efficacy judgements revealed that

the happy subjects responded significantly stronger in

specified numbers of anagrams they felt they could solve

than the sad subjects.
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Another study examined the relationship between happy

and sad moods and physical performance and to what extent

self-efficacy mediated this relationship (Kavanagh &

Hausfeld, 1987). A subject's mood was induced through the

use of vividly imagined experiences which resulted in either

a happy or sad mental state. The first experiment found no

significant differences between the induced moods of happy,

neutral, and a no mood condition on handgrip performance.

Also no significant effect was found for mood state on the

maximum amount of force the subjects thought they could

exert (handgrip self-efficacy). However, the second

experiment abandoned the neutral mood state and made use of

induced happy and sad moods and a no mood condition which

yielded some significant findings. Results indicated that

happy subjects performed significantly better than sad

subjects on maximum handgrip performance. The researchers

argued that this reflected a mood change effect on effort

spent on a physical task. Furthermore, it was found that by

asking subjects how many push-ups they could perform (push-

up self-efficacy), happy subjects believed they could do

more push-ups than sad subjects. Thus the results of

Kavanagh's two studies supported the idea that depressed

individuals are more inclined to avoid a challenge and cease

their activity, be it mental or physical, whereas elated

individuals will meet challenges and persist in their

performance.
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Anshel (1988) studied how mood and pleasant or

unpleasant feedback affects motor skill performance. In

testing this relationship, a total of 90 subjects each

performed 24, 20 second trails on a pursuit rotor apparatus

under an assigned mood induction and feedback condition.

Results indicated that subjects who were given feedback

information congruent with their mood performed

significantly better than those given feedback incongruent

with their mood. Specifically, subjects provided

elated/positive feedback and depressed/negative feedback

conditions performed significantly better than subjects

provided elated/negative feedback and depressed/positive

feedback conditions. Thus, this study showed that the

performance of depressed and elated subjects can be

differently affected by the external feedback provided.

Anshel concluded that these results supported the self-

schema hypothesis (Bradley & Mathews, 1983) which claims

that individuals with a negative self-schema would respond

more negatively to the world, (i.e. depressed) and

individuals with a positive self-schema would respond more

positively, (i.e. elation). According to this hypothesis,

as long as the subject's interpretation of the quality of

feedback provided was congruent with the mood state,

performance gains could be observed. In this case, the

negative feedback given to the depressed subjects was

compatible with their expectations. These subjects were in
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a mental set to receive this kind of information. .This

condition was less disrupting on these subjects' thought

processes which enabled them to more accurately learn and

retain the motor task. The same rationale was applied for

the positive feedback provided to the elated subjects.

The initial premise to this discussion was that

individuals with positive moods (i.e., elation) would

perform better than individuals with negative moods (i.e.,

depression) on mental and physical tasks. The research

conducted on this relationship has provided support for this

hypothesis. However, no theory has been offered as

explanatory for the mediating factors involved. The only

rationale that has been provided is that depressed subjects

give up and quit in the face of a challenging situation,

whereas elated subjects persist under these circumstances

(Kavanagh & Hausfeld, 1987).

The evolution of mood state and physical performance

research can be seen in the Kavanagh and Hausfeld (1987) and

Anshel (1988) studies. Both sought to determine the

relationship of a second factor and mood state on one's

physical performance ability. The former attempted to

uncover how self-efficacy mediated mood state on a physical

task while the latter used feedback information in relation

to mood state in the performance of a motor task. This line

of research has led to the present study which will attempt

to determine the interaction of cognitive strategies and
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mood state on physical performance. Are certain cognitive

strategies more compatible and effective for an individual

to employ while in an elated or depressed mood? To more

adequately convey the reasoning behind why this relationship

is highly important to sport and exercise psychology, a

description of the more recent and applicable cognitive

strategy research will be presented in the following

section.

He also uncovered that the more experienced and better

runners try to keep a close monitor on their bodily

functions and therefore associate with the pain or

discomfort felt. By not distracting one's mind, runners can

know more closely the reserves of their bodies and can talk

to themselves to help stay loose and relaxed. Morgan

claimed that this body awareness enables these runners to

surpass that mental barrier known as "the wall". Studies

have shown that elite runners who associate use

significantly less oxygen at the same running speed than

non-elite runners.

This information brings out an interesting dilemma as

to which strategy should an individual engage in when faced

with a grueling or enduring muscular event. It appears that

both forms are imperative for peak athletic performance

(Morgan, 1990, personal communication), but serve their

purposes along two separate cognitive realms. The strategy

of dissociation helps one simply last or endure throughout
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events that are perceived as either monotonous, painful, or

fatiguing. The strategy of association allows one to

maintain a clear picture of one's functioning ability from

the remaining bodily energy stores (perceptions of fatigue)

to proper form and execution of the skills involved with the

movement. Therefore, it seems that athletes involved in

endurance events can best benefit by learning to

appropriately employ dissociation to withstand temporary

pain zones and then shift to association to decrease the

risk of injury and monitor the quality and extent of the

performance.

In relation to these strategies, Nideffer (1976) has

discussed the importance of attentional focus associated

with athletic participation. As described by Nideffer, an

individual utilizes their attentional control along two

dimensions, width and direction. The directional component

of attention extends from an internal focus, concerns of

thoughts and feelings inside one's body, to an external

focus, awareness of events or objects occurring outside of

one's body. One can make the comparison between the

associative strategy and an internal focus of attention, as

well as to the dissociative strategy and an external focus

of attention. Although a dissociative strategy may involve

images and thoughts, which are indisputably internally

created, the format of these imaginal scenes deal with

pleasureful, enjoyable, and distracting events and are
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therefore external in nature.

Studies by Pennebaker and his colleagues (Pennebaker &

Lightner, 1980; Pennebaker & Skelton, 1978) have

investigated the influence of internal and external feedback

information on endurance activities. Pennebaker & Skelton

(1978) asked subjects to use either a distraction task,

dissociation, or focus their attention on the pain,

association, while immersing their hand in cold water. The

results showed that subjects who employed dissociation were

able to endure this task significantly longer than subjects

who used association. Similarly, Pennebaker and Lightner

(1980) found that while keeping running performance constant

on a treadmill, subjects listening to a tape of street

sounds (dissociation) reported significantly less fatigue,

muscle soreness and dizziness than subjects listening to

their own rate of breathing (association). Also, a field

experiment was conducted which instructed subjects to run a

distance of 1800 meters on either a cross-country course or

a lap track. The results indicated that subjects ran the

cross-country course significantly faster than the lap track

with perceptions of fatigue showing no differences in both

environments. This finding supported the contention that

the external focus on cues enabled subjects to excel in

their endurance performance by decreasing the perception of

internal fatigue cues.

In an attempt to examine the effect of attentional
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focus style on an endurance task, Gill and Strom (1985)

conducted an experiment using intercollegiate athletes.

They hypothesized that subjects would perform more

repetitions on a leg lift exercise while employing an

external focus as opposed to an internal focus. Each

subject was brought in to perform two 15 minute sessions on

a quadriceps machine counterbalanced in order of attentional

focus style, internal/external, external/internal. The task

instructions were to do as many repetitions as possible and

to stop when a full repetition could not be executed. For

subjects in the internal focus condition, the command was to

focus all attention on the feelings in the legs while

performing the task. The external focus condition had

subjects focus their attention on a collage that was

positioned approximately 3 feet in front at eye level. The

results showed that subjects who employed an external focus

performed significantly more repetitions than while using an

internal focus. A questionnaire asking which style subjects

preferred revealed that a significant majority chose the

external focus. The researchers concluded that though

external attentional focus was clearly effective in

enhancing endurance performance in this study, not everyone

desired its usage. This may show that a cognitive strategy

may facilitate performance in certain tasks or situations,

but the personal preferences of individuals should not be

dismissed.
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A laboratory investigation was conducted to determine

the facilitative effect of dissociation on physical

performance (Morgan, Horstman, Cymerman, & Stokes, 1983).

The researchers utilized an experimental-control group

design and tested the effectiveness of a dissociative

strategy on a treadmill run to exhaustion. The dissociative

strategy information instructed the subjects to focus on a

spot or object in front of them and to say "down-down-down-

down" in a rhythmical fashion with each leg movement. The

two groups were shown to have exceptional similarities on

various physiological measures prior to performance.

However, the results indicated that the mean endurance time

for the dissociation group was significantly greater than

the mean endurance time for the control group. This finding

confirmed that a dissociative strategy, the distracting of

sensory input, can enhance endurance performance.

Spink (1988) investigated the use of dissociation

during endurance performance attempting to determine if

dissociation with analgesic suggestion could enhance the

performance and decrease the pain ratings of subjects more

than dissociation alone. Three groups, dissociation,

dissociation/analgesic, and a control were used during a

leg-holding task. The dissociation strategy directed the

focussing on thoughts unrelated to the task, on anything

that would serve to distract the subject throughout the

trial. An analgesic statement followed the 15 minute
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dissociation training period which suggested that this

dissociation technique had been shown to be effective in

reducing the amount of pain felt in an endurance exercise.

The control group received no dissociation training or such

a suggestion. Results indicated that the

dissociation/analgesic group significantly outperformed both

the dissociation and control groups on the endurance task,

but no significant differences were found in the pain

ratings among the three groups. Although performance

differences where shown, the question still remains as to

whether the differences are attributable to the analgesic

suggestion alone or to the stronger belief in the

effectiveness of the strategy used.

The segregation of associative and dissociative

strategies has been more closely investigated in two recent

studies of elite female and male distance runners (Morgan,

O'Connor, Sparling, & Pate, 1987; Morgan, O'Connor,

Ellickson, & Bradley, 1988). The researchers were

interested in the frequency of association and dissociation

use during both practice and competitive settings. The

results of these studies found that the predominant strategy

during training is characterized by dissociation and a

combination of dissociation and association, and that this

changes emphasis to association and a combination of

association and dissociation during competition. These

findings indicated that athletes differentially employ
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dissociation and association according to the athletic

situation confronting them. The moods of these athletes

were also collected and the data reaffirmed the previous

findings that physically active individuals show positive

mood profiles.

Schomer (1986) investigated the mental strategies used

by three classes of marathon runners and their perception of

effort. He studied novice, average, and superior

marathoners during their runs via microcassette recorded

verbal responses covering 10 categories of the

dissociation/association classification. The first four

categories involved the association strategy which were

feelings and affects, body monitoring, command and

instruction, and pace monitoring. The remaining six

dissociation strategy categories were environmental

feedback, reflective activity thoughts, personal problem

solving, work career and management, course information, and

talk and conversational chatter. He found no significant

differences between the three groups in the amount of time

spent using dissociation or association, although he did

find qualitative differences in the use of the association

strategy. Specifically, the novice runners based their

perceived effort on feeling and affect, command and

instruction, and pace monitoring, the average runners

expanded their thoughts to include body monitoring, whereas

the superior runners relied strictly on body monitoring,
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command and instruction, and pace monitoring while excluding

general affects and feelings.

This study demonstrated that by breaking the

association strategy down into components, a number of

differing perceptions can be observed. It has also provided

evidence that novice participants in endurance activities

prefer to engage in spontaneous thoughts concerning their

feelings and affects (i.e., "I feel bushed", "I could

embrace the world now, no aches and pains"), command and

instruction (i.e., "Relax your shoulders", "slow, slow, go

easy"), and pace monitoring (i.e., "run a bit faster for

this section", "three kilometers to go"). From this data,

it appears that while novice individuals associate during a

task they tend to focus on how they feel and on self-talk.

Girodo & Wood (1979) has shown the effectiveness of

self-talk in coping with the associated pain during a cold

pressor test. The results specifically showed that subjects

provided with the rationale of self-talk coped better than

subjects who were merely instructed to repeat self-

statements. The use of positive self-statements has also

been considered as an integral part of treating depression

(Hollon & Beck, 1979). This knowledge has led to the

inclusion of a positive self-talk strategy in the present

study and to the provision of an effectiveness suggestion

for each of the cognitive strategies under investigation.

The sport psychology literature has revealed two recent
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investigations which have incorporated positive self-talk

into the examination of cognitive strategies on endurance

performance.

Weinberg, Smith, Jackson, and Gould (1984) investigated

how the cognitive strategies of association, dissociation,

and positive self-talk can affect endurance performance in

two different experiments. The first experiment asked

subjects to use one of the strategies while running at

maximum potential for. 30 minutes around a quarter mile

track. A control group was also used which did not involve

the mental activity of any cognitive strategy. The results

showed no significant differences between the groups on

performance. The second experiment used the same cognitive

strategies as above while performing a muscular leg-holding

endurance task. The results indicated that subjects in the

dissociation and positive self-talk conditions held their

legs out significantly longer than subjects in the

association or control conditions. The researchers

concluded that the inconsistency between the two experiments

may be due to an experience factor related to both tasks.

Also, the two tasks differed in the quality of creating an

endurance performance. The runners were asked to run at

maximum effort, which leaves room for the individual to slow

down or rest. But while during the leg lift task, subjects

were obligated to keep their leg extended in an all or none

fashion, thus controlling for drops in performance output.
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Another investigation concerning the use of cognitive

strategies (Weinberg, 1985) continued to explore the

influence of dissociation and positive self-talk on

endurance performance under high and low self-efficacy

conditions. The level of self-efficacy was manipulated by

placing a subject in either an ensured victorious

competitive circumstance (high self-efficacy) or an ensured

losing competitive circumstance (low self-efficacy). The

findings revealed no significant interactions between the

cognitive strategies and self-efficacy level. However, a

self-efficacy main effect was found showing that high self-

efficacy subjects held their legs out significantly longer

than low self-efficacy subjects.

This study represents another attempt to examine the

interaction of two separate variables, specifically level of

self-efficacy and cognitive strategies, on physical

performance. As with the mood studies, (Anshel, 1988;

Kavanagh & Hausfeld, 1987), researchers have adopted this

interactive approach in an effort to examine the

relationship of cognitive and affective variables on

physical performance. The present investigation will

utilize this approach to examine how mood and cognitive

strategies interact during endurance performance.

Along these lines, Bunker and Williams (1986) have

discussed the impact of cognitive techniques on building

confidence and improving physical performance.
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Specifically, they have addressed the notion that-thoughts

and feelings are integrated in the formation of behavior.

Bunker and Williams argue that "thoughts directly affect

feelings and ultimately actions. Inappropriate or misguided

thinking usually leads to negative feelings and poor

performance just as appropriate or positive thinking leads

to enabling feelings and good performance" (1986, p. 235).

The present study has largely drawn upon this

conceptualization. Although previous research has shown the

effects of mood states and various mental strategies on

physical performance, there is a lack of studies which

attempt to determine the interaction of mood states and the

use of cognitive strategies.

Kavanagh's two studies showed that mood state coincided

with self-efficacy level on anagram solving expectations

(Kavanagh, 1987) and push-up performing expectations

(Kavanagh and Hausfeld, 1987), (i.e., elated mood, greater

expectancies; depressed mood, lower expectancies) but did

not show the relationship of these two variables on physical

performance. Similarly, Weinberg (1985) was unable to

reveal an interaction between high and low self-efficacy

levels and dissociation and positive self-talk strategies on

endurance performance. However, Anshel (1988) provided

evidence of an interaction effect between elated and

depressed moods and the type of external feedback presented

on the acquisition of a motor skill.
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According to Anshel's study, individuals performed

optimally under conditions in which mood state and type of

external feedback was compatible as predicted by the self-

schema hypothesis (Bradley & Mathews, 1983). Anshel has

commented that research is lacking on the effects of mood on

physical performance and that the efficacy of the self-

schema hypothesis should be validated in other, meaningful

situations. Since a mood state by type of external feedback

interaction was observed, the present study will attempt to

determine the interaction of mood state and internally based

cognitive strategies on physical performance.

Specifically the question becomes "which cognitive

strategy will most facilitate performance under depressed

vs. elated moods"? The strategy of association, an internal

focus of the body's physiological functioning, may be more

compatible for an individual to employ in a depressed mood

than in an elated mood. An internal focus on the pain and

fatigue cues involved with endurance events, a form of

negative feedback (Anshel, 1988), may be a more appropriate

coping mechanism to utilize while in a depressed mood as

opposed to an elated mood (Bradley & Mathews, 1983).

However the strategy of dissociation, a focus on distracting

thoughts or images, may be more compatible for an individual

to employ in an elated mood than in a depressed mood. The

use of pleasant thoughts or images, a form of positive

feedback (Anshel, 1988), to distract oneself from the pain
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or discomfort felt may be a more appropriate coping

mechanism to utilize while in an elated mood as opposed to a

depressed mood (Bradley & Mathews, 1983; Teasdale & Taylor,

1981).

Furthermore, positive self-talk has been shown to be an

effective strategy in coping with depression (Hollon & Beck,

1979) and pain (Girodo & Wood, 1979). Therefore, it is

hypothesized that the positive self-talk and association

groups will perform significantly better than the

dissociation or control groups in the depressed condition

and that the positive self-talk and dissociation groups will

perform significantly better than the association or control

groups in the elated condition. Since previous research has

shown that elated individuals demonstrate greater

persistence than depressed individuals and that certain

cognitive strategies can assist individuals participating in

endurance activities, the purpose of this investigation will

be to probe the relationship of mood states and the

cognitive strategies of dissociation, association, and

positive self-talk on endurance performance.
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METHOD

Subjects

The subjects for this study were 80 male students

weighing from 140 to 190 lbs. enrolled at the University of

North Texas. Since gender was not a variable under

investigation in this study, male subjects were used to

reduce the variability on this task. All subjects were

randomly assigned to either a dissociation, association,

positive self-talk, or control group. Subjects in each

group then performed under both elated and depressed mood

conditions on separate testing dates. The elated and

depressed mood conditions were counterbalanced across the

four groups to control for any order effects. Thus, the

experiment was a 4 (cognitive strategy) X 2 (mood) design

with repeated measures on the last factor.

Task and Apparatus

The endurance task employed in this study is a

modified version from the leg-holding task previously used

by Martens and Landers (1969). This task requires seated

subjects with their arms folded across their chest to hold

one leg extended above the ground for as long as possible

(Spink, 1988; Weinberg, Smith, Jackson, & Gould, 1984). To

measure the endurance time, a pair of photoelectric cells

35
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connected to a digital timer was used which transmitted a

light beam raised to the height of 14 inches. A cord was

fixed 2 inches above the light beam which served to

establish the position the subject was to maintain a proper

leg extension. This spacing allowed for minor fluctuations

and shifts of the leg during the performance. Subjects sat

in a wooden chair 16 inches in height and held their

dominant leg in a parallel position above the cord for as

long as possible. The trial was ended when the leg dropped

from this position and contacted the light beam. Subjects'

endurance time was recorded as the total number of seconds

spent maintaining their performance.

Procedure

After being welcomed by the experimenter, subjects were

asked to complete an informed consent containing a brief

explanation of the study and information concerning the

rights of subjects. After completing the consent form, a

subject questionnaire was completed to ensure that subjects

had no physical condition that would inhibit them from

performing this task.

Elation/Depression Mood Induction. Prior to receiving

the mood induction the subjects read and heard instructions

which informed them of the process involved. These

instructions emphasized that they should try hard to get

into the state suggested by the statements to be read and to

try to feel the mood described. The subjects were
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reminded that a total involvement is necessary in. order to

appropriately feel the mood. Subjects were asked to read

through 12 self-referring statements, (Teasdale & Russell,

1983), printed on lineless index cards, to induce either an

elated or depressed mood state. While the subjects read

through the cards, they also heard at 20 second intervals a

tape recording of each 12 mood statements (e.g. elation and

depression) with the associated affective tone prior to

saying each to themselves (Radenhausen & Anker, 1988). The

statements for the depressed mood induction were:

I feel unhappy.
I feel sad and blue.
I feel fed up.
I just feel drained of energy, worn out.
I feel pretty low.
Things seem futile, pointless.
I feel hopeless.
I feel downhearted and miserable.
I feel so tired and gloomy that I would rather just sit
than do anything.
I feel heavy and sluggish.
It seems such an effort to do much.
I'm fed up with it all.

The statements for the elated mood induction were:

I feel pretty good right now.
I feel happy.
I feel cheerful, confident.
I can think quickly and clearly right now.
Right now, I feel very contented.
Right now, I feel like smiling.
I feel alert, happy and full of energy.
I have a feeling of lightness and joy.
I really like this light-hearted feeling.
I can feel a smile on my face.
I feel so good I almost feel like laughing.
It feels great to be alive!

A total of six minutes was spent studying and reading the
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cards by each subject. Pilot work has shown this.procedure

to be effective in producing depressed and elated mood

states. Also, the subjects were facing a mirror during this

procedure since research has shown that self-focus 
produces

a stronger mood induction effect on state depression

(Brockner, Hjelle, & Plant, 1985). For consistency, the

mirror was used during both mood induction procedures.

Mood Scale Questionnaire. Immediately following the

mood induction the subjects completed a mood scale

questionnaire developed by Kavanagh and Hausfeld (1987).

This questionnaire contains five positive adjectives

(elated, cheerful, light-hearted, carefree, pleased) and

five negative adjectives (sad, blue, hopeless, depressed,

unhappy) which are rated on a 7 point scale with 1 being the

lowest and 7 being the highest rating for each adjective.

The subjects' mood score was calculated by summing the

positive ratings and subtracting the sum of the negative

ratings. Studies by Kavanagh (1987) and Miller and Kavanagh

(1985) have shown an alpha coefficient of .92 for item

consistency on the scale. Only subjects responding with

negative scores in the depressed condition and positive

scores in the elated condition were incorporated as meeting

the criteria for an appropriate mood state.

After completing the questionnaire the subjects then

received information as to what type of cognitive strategy

to employ during their performance. The instructions for
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the three cognitive strategy groups were as follows:

Dissociation. "I want you to imagine yourself doing

something that is pleasant but unrelated to strenuous

exercise. Some people like to concentrate on different

scenes so just think about or imagine whatever might be fun

and enjoyable to you. It might be lying on the beach,

solving mathematical problems, talking to someone you care

about or anything else that you find comfortable. It's

important to focus all your attention on these thoughts and

images throughout your performance while trying to keep your

leg up for as long as possible."

Association. "While you perform I would like you to

constantly monitor your level of exertion. Specifically,

try to focus all your attention on your body's responses

throughout your performance. Pay close attention to your

rate of breathing, burning or warming sensations in your

leg, and the feelings of heaviness and fatigue in your leg

muscles. Focus constantly on your bodily sensations

throughout your performance while trying to keep your leg up

for as long as possible."

Positive self-talk. "While you perform I would like

you to constantly talk to and encourage yourself. Tell

yourself that 'I can do it', 'I can make it', 'I'll keep it

going', 'I can go for a longer time', 'It hurts but I can do

it', 'I'm making it'. Repeat statements like these to

yourself throughout your performance while trying to keep
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your-leg up for as long as possible."

Control. In addition to these three strategy groups a

control group was employed to determine the influence of the

mood states alone on endurance performance. This group

received only the task instructions and were not directed to

use any form of cognitive strategy.

After receiving their cognitive strategy instructions,

subjects were also informed that their cognitive strategy

has been shown to be effective for enhancing endurance

performance along with reasoning for its usefulness

(Weinberg, 1985). For example, it was explained that

positive self-talk allows the individual to maintian energy

and persistence through constant verbal commands, that

dissociation works as a distraction technique by focussing

on pleasant imagery or on counting, and that association

functions as a direct feedback mechanism which relays ones

physical resources and bodily responses. After this

preparation, the subjects performed the endurance task and

the total number of seconds spent in performance was

recorded. On an ensuing testing date, the subjects were

induced into the other mood state, completed the mood scale

questionnaire, and were offered the same cognitive

strategyand effectiveness suggestion with rationale as

employed in trial 1 to use during trial 2. Again the

subjects performed the endurance task and the total number

of seconds was recorded.
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Postexperimental Questionnaires. To assess the amount

of time the experimental subjects used their assigned

cognitive strategy, the following question was asked, "What

percentage of the time did you actually spend using the

cognitive strategy that was presented to you?" A response

was recorded on a scale from 0% (not at all) to 100% (all

the time) and was required for both trial 1 and trial 2. A

pre-set criterion of 65% was set in order to qualify for

inclusion in the study. To assess if the control subjects

used any form of cognitive strategy, the following questions

will be asked, (a) "Did you at any time use positive self-

statements to help yourself maintain your performance?", (b)

"Did you at any time use distracting thoughts or images to

help yourself maintain your performance?", and (c) "Did you

at any time focus on your body such as monitoring your

breathing or fatigue in your muscles to help yourself

maintain your performance?" Subjects who answered "yes" to

any of these questions were then asked to indicate what

percentage of the time this strategy was used. A response

was made on a scale from 0% (not at all) to 100% (all the

time) and was required for both trial 1 and trial 2.

Upon completion of the testing sessions all subjects

were debriefed and those interested were given a detailed

description of the investigation. Since a depressed mood

induction was involved in this experiment special

attentionwas given to the subjects to ensure that no ill-
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effects were suffered. The experimenter had the subjects

read through the set of elated statements to relieve the

effects met during the depressed mood induction. Subjects

did not leave the testing area until this criterion had been

accomplished. The experimenter inquired about the subjects

emotional condition who reassured the experimenter that they

felt fine and that the mood induction procedure had not

created any adverse depression upon them.

Statistical Analyses

The mood scores and endurance times were analyzed by a

4 X 2 (cognitive strategy X mood) ANOVA with repeated

measures on the last factor. Post hoc group contrast tests

were used for post hoc comparisons. All tests were

conducted at the .05 level.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

A total of 89 subjects were tested in order to select

80 who met the requirements for inclusion in the study. The

subjects eliminated from the study contained 5 who employed

the cognitive strategy less than 65% of the time and 4 who

did not respond as being in a depressed mood state.

Subjects indicated that they were in good overall health and

had no physical impairment that would hinder them from

accurately performing the leg-lift task. Only subjects

weighing from 140 to 190 lbs. were tested in order to

control for strength and weight differences associated with

the subjects leg. Randomization had maintained an

approximately equal distribution of weights of subjects

across groups; positive self-talk, M = 163 lbs.;

dissociation, M = 167 lbs.; association, M = 160 lbs.; and

control, M = 167 lbs. Thus the subjects were closely

matched across the four groups.

Manipulation Checks

To determine the effectiveness of the mood induction

procedure the scores from the mood scale questionnaire were

analyzed by a 4 X 2 (cognitive strategy x mood) ANOVA with

repeated measures on the last factor. Only subjects

responding with negative scores in the depressed condition

43
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and positive scores in the elated condition were kept in the

study as meeting the pre-set criteria for an appropriate

mood state. Results indicated a significant mood main

effect, F (1,76) = 803.59, p < .001, with the elated

subjects scoring higher (M = 17.79) than the depressed

subjects (M = - 8.58). No other main effects or

interactions were found. This result indicates that the

induction procedure had been successful in differentially

creating elated and depressed mood states.

To assess the amount of time subjects incorporated

their assigned cognitive strategy, the following question

was asked, "What percentage of the time did you actually

spend using the cognitive strategy that was presented to

you?" A response was made on a scale from 0% (not at all)

to 100% (all the time) for both mood conditions. A preset

standard of 65% was established in order to be included in

the study. Results showed that subjects in the elated

condition employed positive self-talk, 91% of the time;

dissociation, 86% of the time; and association, 91% of the

time. In the depressed condition the subjects employed

positive self-talk, 87% of the time; dissociation, 77% of

the time; and association, 88% of the time throughout their

performance. Thus the experimental subjects appeared

actually involved with employing the cognitive strategies

presented to them.

To examine if the control subjects used any form of
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cognitive strategy, the following questions were asked after

the completion of the second trial, (a) "Did you at any time

use positive self-statements to help yourself maintain your

performance?", (b) "Did you at any time use distracting

thoughts or images to help yourself maintain your

performance?", and (c) "Did you at any time focus on your

body such as monitoring your breathing or fatigue in your

muscles to help yourself maintain your performance?"

Subjects responded for both mood condition trials and those

who answered "yes" to any of these questions were then asked

to indicate what percentage of the time this strategy was

used. Results showed that all of the control subjects used

at least one form of the cognitive strategies with many of

them utilizing a variety of strategies. From the twenty

control subjects, the following percentages indicate how

many utilized the targeted cognitive strategies.

Specifically, in the elated condition, 75% of the control

subjects indicated using positive self-talk, 65% indicated

using dissociation, and 100% indicated using association.

In the depressed condition, 70% of the control subjects

indicated using positive self-talk, 50% indicated using

dissociation, and 100% indicated using association. In

response to being asked what percentage of the time was the

strategy used, results indicated that control subjects in

the elated condition employed positive self-talk, 32% of the

alloted performance time; dissociation, 21% of the alloted
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time; and association, 35% of the alloted time. Control

subjects in the depressed condition employed positive 
self-

talk, 21% of the alloted time; dissociation, 13% of the

alloted time; and association 39% of the alloted time. Thus

the control subjects did report spontaneously employing

cognitive strategies, but to quite a lesser extent of the

total performance time than the strategies employed by

experimental subjects. For example, in the elated condition

the dissociation group utilized the strategy 86% of the time

compared to the control group which reported utilizing

dissociation only 21% of the time, and the positive self-

talk group utilized the strategy 91% of the time compared to

the control group which utilized positive self-talk only 32%

of the time.

Endurance Performance

Results were analyzed by a 4 x 2 (cognitive strategy x

mood) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor. A

significant mood main effect was detected, F (1,76) = 79.56,

p < .001 in that elated subjects (M = 218 sec.) extended

their legs for a significantly longer amount of time than

depressed subjects (M = 155 sec.).

Results also indicated a significant cognitive strategy

main effect, F (3,76) = 14.80, p < .001. Post hoc group

contrasts revealed that subjects in the positive self-talk

(M = 235 sec.) and dissociation (M = 227 sec.) groups

performed significantly longer than subjects in the
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association (M = 151 sec.) and control (M = 133 sec.)

groups, F (1,76) = 43.34, p < .001. No other comparisons

reached significance (see Table 1).

Table 1

Performance Means & Standard Deviations
by Mood and Cognitive Strategies

Depressed Elated Total-Strat.

M SD M SD M SD

Positive Self-Talk 190 73 280 93 235 94

Dissociation 179 50 274 127 227 106
Association 134 37 168 42 151 43
Control 116 29 150 27 133 32

Total-Mood 155 58 218 100

Means in secs

Finally, a significant cognitive strategy X mood

interaction effect was found, F (3,76) = 5.66, p > .001.

Post hoc group contrasts showed that subjects in the

positive self-talk and dissociation groups increased to a

greater extent in their endurance times from the depressed

to the elated mood condition than did subjects in the

association and control groups, F (1,76) = 16.91, p < .001,
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(see Figure 2). The endurance times for the positive self-

talk (M = 190 sec.) and dissociation (M = 179 sec.) groups

in the depressed condition increased significantly at

performance in the elated condition, 
positive self-talk (M =

280 sec.) and dissociation (M = 274 sec.). However, the

endurance times for the association (M = 134 sec.) and

control (H = 116 sec.) groups in the depressed condition

showed no significant increase at performance in the elated

condition, association (M = 168 sec.) and control (M = 150

sec.).

Due to a large standard deviation in the positive self-

talk and dissociation groups within the elated 
mood

condition, the data was more closely examined to look for

the number of subjects whose mean score fell 1 SD above or

below the group mean. The dissociation group showed that 2

subjects fell more than 1 SD above and 2 subjects 
fell more

than 1 SD below the group mean. The positive self-talk

group showed that 3 subjects fell more than 1 SD above and 6

subjects fell more than 1 SD below 
the group mean. This

data reveals that these outlyers were probably 
not a

significant influence on the results of the interaction.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

Mood

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the

effect of mood state and cognitive strategies on physical

performance. The results of the present study revealed that

elated subjects performed the endurance task significantly

longer than depressed subjects. This supports both the

hypothesis for the effect of mood on endurance performance

as well as the previous findings of mood state differences

on both physical and mental tasks (Cappelli & Cacciotti,

1985; Kavanagh, 1987; Kavanagh & Hausfeld, 1987; Methany &

Blue, 1977, Radenhausen & Anker, 1988; Velten, 1968). These

studies have shown that elated subjects are inclined to be

faster, more correct, more logical, and more determined in

their performance than depressed subjects who tend to

display deficits in these areas. The present investigation

attempted to extend the previous research by examining the

effect of mood state on endurance performance whereas other

studies have examined mood effects on various cognitive

tasks.

For example the landmark study by Velten (1968)

introduced an effective way to investigate the mood state

differences of individuals. He found that elated subjects

50
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performed better than depressed subjects on measures 
such as

decision time, writing speed, spontaneous verbalizations,

and word association. Several other investigations have

since emerged which have examined mood state differences on

both mental and physical performance tasks. The work of

Methany and Blue (1977) found that the reaction times of

elated subjects were significantly faster than those of both

neutral and depressed subjects. Cappelli and Cacciotti

(1985) discovered that elated subjects performed

significantly less incorrect responses than both control and

depressed subjects on an inverted alphabet task. This

research demonstrates that elated subjects exhibit faster

and more correct responding on both mental and physical

performance measures than depressed subjects. In addition,

the present study found the same outcome as being true with

the performance of an endurance task. That is, elated

subjects were found to extend their legs for a significantly

longer amount of time than depressed subjects.

The study by Radenhausen and Anker (1988) demonstrated

that elated subjects perform significantly better than

depressed and neutral subjects on the execution of reasoning

ability. Similarly, Kavanagh (1987) found that elated

subjects solved significantly more anagrams than depressed

subjects and that the elated subjects continued in their

participation of solving the anagrams for a significantly

longer amount of time. Kavanagh & Hausfeld (1987) also
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studied the effect of happy and sad moods on ones physical

performance ability. The results showed that the happy

subjects performed significantly better than the sad

subjects on maximum handgrip performance. The results of

the present study has corroborated these findings in

revealing that elated subjects are more inclined to persist

in an enduring physical performance while depressed subjects

tend to discontinue under such adverse conditions.

Cognitive Strategies

An additional purpose of this study was to investigate

the effect of cognitive strategies on enhancing the

endurance performance of individuals while in depressed and

elated mood states. The present results provide support to

previous findings on the effectiveness of different

cognitive strategies on improving physical performance (Gill

& Strom, 1985; Morgan, Horstman, Cymerman, & Stokes, 1983;

Pennebaker & Lightner, 1980; Weinberg, 1985; Weinberg,

Smith, Jackson, & Gould, 1984). Specifically, subjects in

the positive self-talk and dissociation groups performed

significantly better than subjects in the association and

control groups. Several previous studies offer support for

this finding.

For example, Pennebaker & Lightner (1980) found that

while running on a treadmill, subjects who listened to a

tape of street sounds (dissociation) reported significantly

less fatigue, muscle soreness and dizziness than subjects
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listening to their own rate of breathing (association).

They also found that on equal long-distant runs (1800

meters) subjects traversed a cross-country course

significantly faster than a lap track claiming that external

cues can enhance the endurance performance of individuals

greater than internal cues. In a laboratory investigation

(Morgan et. al., 1983) subjects utilizing a dissociative

strategy produced significantly greater endurance times than

subjects in a control group. Also, Gill and Strom (1985)

found that subjects keeping an external focus of attention

performed significantly more repetitions on a leg extension

task than while keeping an internal focus of attention.

These studies have shown that the strategy of dissociation,

or external focus of attention, is more effective in

extending ones endurance performance ability than

association, or internal focus of attention, or no strategy

at all.

Additional work by Weinberg et. al. (1984) revealed

that subjects employing the strategy of positive self-talk

was as useful as dissociation in providing significantly

greater endurance times than subjects employing association

or no strategy at all (control). From these studies it

appears that dissociation and positive self-talk are both

superior strategies for enhancing ones endurance performance

capability than association or no strategy at all. In fact,

the present study has replicated and validated this
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conclusion.

Previous studies have offered some explanations as to

why positive self-talk and dissociation are effective

strategies to utilize for increasing endurance performance.

The strategy of dissociation functions as a distraction

technique which enables the individual to block out

temporary feelings of pain or fatigue identified with

physically demanding activities (Morgan, 1978). By

diverting attention away from the negative stimuli

associated with endurance events, individuals can elevate

the extent of their physical performance ability (Gill &

Strom, 1985; Morgan, Horstman, Cymerman, & Stokes, 1983;

Pennebaker & Lightner, 1980). The positive self-talk

cognitive strategy allows the individual to maintain energy

and persistence via constant optimistic self-statements

(Bunker & Williams, 1986). Through consistent self

reinforcement, the individual remains motivated to continue

the physical performance though it may become fatiguing and

painful (Girodo & Wood, 1979; Weinberg, 1985; Weinberg,

Smith, Jackson, & Gould, 1984). Although these two

strategies involve dissimilar cognitive activity, they have

both been shown to be effective methods to utilize for

extending the physical potential of individuals during the

performance of a physically enduring task.

Furthermore, the strategies of positive self-talk and

dissociation were shown as more effective than association
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and the control group in enhancing endurance performance in

both the depressed and the elated conditions. This finding

offers partial support for the second hypothesis of the

study in that depressed subjects were able to perform

significantly longer while utilizing positive self-talk and

dissociation as compared to association and control

subjects. These findings indicate that direct cognitive

interventions (i.e. dissociation, positive self-talk) can

help reduce the reflexive negative mental set of the

depressed individual and thus enhance endurance performance

capability. The following discussion will focus on how

dissociation and positive self-talk are more effective

interventions than association for individuals to employ

while in a depressed mood state.

Despite the fact that depressed subjects have been

found to spontaneously disclose a large frequency of unhappy

and unpleasant memories (Teasdale & Taylor, 1981), the

depressed subjects in the present study were able to utilize

a dissociative strategy (i.e., pleasant thoughts and images)

to enhance their endurance performance. Similarly, Teasdale

& Russell (1983) found that depressed subjects recalled

significantly more negative words, although the present

study revealed that depressed subjects were able to

incorporate the positive self-talk strategy which also

enhanced their endurance performance. Additionally, the

associative strategy was hypothesized to be a more effective
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strategy than dissociation while in a depressed mood state

according to Anshel (1988). It was thought that focusing on

the pain and negative stimuli (association) identified with

the leg-lift task would be more congruent with the depressed

mood than dissociation and thus result in improved

performance. However, the present investigation utilized an

endurance performance task which was quite different from

the motor learning retention task used by Anshel (1988).

Anshel found that depressed subjects gained more from

negative feedback than positive feedback on the performance

of the motor learning task, whereas the present study showed

that depressed subjects benefitted more from the positive

interventions (positive self-talk, dissociation) than the

negative intervention (association). The learning of a

motor task requires a high level of cognitive functioning

that generates optimum outcomes when mood state and external

feedback are congruent with the individual's expectations

(i.e., elated mood/positive feedback, depressed

mood/negative feedback). However, the performance of an

endurance task demands that individuals maintain a sustained

level of physical exertion which reveals peak performances

when positive strategies (positive self-talk, dissociation)

are utilized regardless of the current mood state of the

individual, depressed or elated. Thus it appears that the

cognitive activity involved in learning a motor task is more

sensitive to true mood-congruity effects than the cognitive
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activity involved during the performance of an endurance

task. A further explanation as to why association was not

effective may be that the leg-lift task has a lack of

external validity to endurance activities more commonly

engaged in by physically active individuals. Perhaps this

task limited the effectiveness of the associative strategy

due to the deficiency of involving whole body movements,

complex skills, and salient cardiovascular responses.

The findings of the present investigation are not

necessarily inconsistent with the previous studies, but

appear to reflect the strong effect of the demand

characteristic associated with the cognitive strategy

instructions presented to the subjects. That is, when the

depressed subjects were instructed to use the dissociative

and positive self-talk strategies and were given an

effectiveness suggestion and rationale for those strategies,

they were able to counteract the natural negative cognitions

congruent with the depressed mood state (Bower, 1981).

This, in turn, resulted in improved performance compared to

subjects utilizing association and control subjects.

Therefore, both positive self-talk and dissociation

cognitive strategies appear to be more effective techniques

in facilitating endurance performance than association or

controls while in either depressed or elated mood states.

Weinberg (1985) has suggested that there may be

differences occurring among individuals according to the

MAIM
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manner in which they employ cognitive strategies. .He claims

that the belief in the effectiveness of a cognitive strategy

may be highly important and improve performance

significantly- more than when an individual merely utilizes a

strategy with no belief in its effectiveness. Similarly,

research by Girodo & Wood (1979) has shown that subjects

provided with the rationale of self-talk coped better than

subjects who were merely instructed to repeat self-

statements during a cold pressor test. For this reason an

effectiveness suggestion with rationale was presented to the

subjects in the strategy groups regarding the cognitive

strategy they would employ. This informed them that their

cognitive strategy had been shown to be effective for

enhancing endurance performance along with reasoning for its

usefulness. Although each of the three strategy groups

received this suggestion, the positive self-talk and

dissociation groups were still able to produce significantly

better performances than the association group. This

indicates that while attempting to control for belief in

strategy effectiveness, the strategies of positive self-talk

and dissociation independently remain more effective than

association during the performance of an endurance task.

Interaction Between Mood and Cognitive Strategy

The main effects for mood and cognitive strategy have

supported previous research findings. However, the truly

unique aspect of the present investigation was the potential
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mood by cognitive strategy interaction. In fact, the

results indicated an interaction effect of the cognitive

strategies across mood state. Specifically, this showed

that subjects in the positive self-talk and dissociation

groups increased their performance time to a greater extent

from the depressed to the elated condition than did the

subjects in the association and control groups. It was

originally thought that the strategies of dissociation and

association would interact across mood state according to

the self-schema hypothesis (Bradley & Mathews, 1983) and

previous work by Anshel (1988). However, the strategies of

positive self-talk and dissociation were found to be

significantly more effective in the elated than the

depressed condition whereas the association strategy and

control conditions showed no differences between elated and

depressed conditions. This finding supports the third

hypothesis of the study as well as previous investigations

concerning the relationship of mood states and cognitive

activity of individuals (Bower, 1981; Bradley & Mathews,

1983; Teasdale & Russell, 1983; Teasdale & Taylor, 1981).

Specifically, Teasdale and Taylor (1981) revealed that

unhappy and unpleasant memories were more likely to be

present in depressed subjects than in elated subjects and

that happy and pleasant memories were more likely to be

present in elated subjects than in depressed subjects.

Also, Teasdale and Russell (1983) found that elated subjects
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recalled significantly more positive words than depressed

subjects and that depressed subjects recalled significantly

more negative words than elated subjects.

This work supports Bower's (1981) idea of a mood-

congruity effect on memory which claims that events or

stimuli consistent with ones current mood state are more

readily accessible in memory. Specifically, these studies

revealed that the cognitive functioning of individuals

correspond to their current mood state. For example,

Teasdale & Taylor (1981) and Teasdale & Russell (1983) found

that happy and pleasant memories and positively charged

words were largely recalled by subjects in an elated mood

while unhappy and unpleasant memories and negatively charged

words were recalled more by subjects in a depressed mood.

The present study showed that subjects were able to benefit

significantly more from the positive self-talk and

dissociative strategies while in an elated mood than in a

depressed mood. It is possible that a mood-congruity effect

(Bower, 1981) may be in operation according to the elated

mood state and the positive self-talk and dissociation

cognitive strategies. The elated mood seems to serve as a

more facilitative condition for the use of positive self-

talk and dissociation as mental techniques in enhancing

endurance performance.

A related study by Anshel (1988) found that subjects

provided with positive feedback while in an elated mood
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state performed significantly better than elated subjects

provided with negative feedback on the performance of a

motor task. Anshel concluded that these results supported

the self-schema hypothesis (Bradley & Mathews, 1983) which

claims that individuals with a negative self-schema respond

more negatively to the world, (i.e. depressed) and

individuals with a positive self-schema respond more

positively, (i.e. elation). According to this hypothesis,

as long as the subject's interpretation of the quality of

feedback provided was congruent with the mood state,

performance gains could be observed.

In the present investigation, the positive self-talk

and dissociation both functioned similarly to the positive

feedback given to the elated subjects as found by Anshel

(1988). That is, the external positive feedback works on

the same principle as the internal cognitive strategies of

positive self-talk and dissociation in that they are more

compatible with the perspective of elated individuals and

thus can more significantly improve their physical

performance than depressed individuals. The positive self-

talk (confident motivating self-statements) and dissociation

(pleasant imagery) are both functioning as strong positive

reinforcers within the elated mood, whereas association

(focussing on the pain and fatigue cues) and the control

condition offer no positive reinforcement to augment the

elated mood state. Thus no differences were found for the
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association and control groups from depressed to elated mood

conditions, although significant differences were shown for

the positive self-talk and dissociation groups from

depressed to elated mood conditions. While in an elated

mood, subjects can greatly benefit from positive feedback,

which enabled them to more accurately learn and retain a

motor task (Anshel, 1988), and from positive self-talk and

dissociation, which allowed them to more effectively enhance

their endurance performance.

Therefore the present study has extended the body of

knowledge on the effectiveness of cognitive strategies by

revealing its relationship to depressed and elated mood

states. The results showed initially that subjects in an

elated mood can endure a physically demanding task for a

significantly longer amount of time than subjects in a

depressed mood. Additionally, results showed that positive

self-talk and dissociation were significantly more effective

strategies than association and control subjects toward

improving endurance performance in both elated and depressed

mood conditions. Though positive self-talk and dissociation

involve mental techniques that are incongruent with the

spontaneous cognitive activity of depressed individuals, the

two strategies were found as more effective interventions to

use for facilitating the endurance performance of depressed

subjects than association or controls. Finally, the results

showed that subjects employing positive self-talk and
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dissociation significantly increased their performance time

to a greater extent from the depressed to the elated

condition than did subjects employing association and

controls. Thus an elated state appears to be a more

supportive mood condition than a depressed mood state for

utilizing positive self-talk and dissociation strategies in

facilitating the endurance performance capability of

individuals.

Future Directions for Research

The present study revealed during post-performance

interviews that the control subjects employed a combination

of strategies during their performance. However, the

average amount of time spent utilizing these strategies was

rather limited and thus was reflected in the control group's

performance which was inferior to the performance of the

strategy groups. It is possible that certain strategies may
be more effective at specific time frames of an endurance

performance than at others. For instance, positive self-

talk may be more beneficial at times when the endurance

activity becomes fatiguing or painful whereas dissociation

may function more effectively throughout certain time frames

to combat the monotony or boredom often experienced during

endurance events. The associative strategy may be effective

only at specific times to inform the individual of available

energy stores and to help maintain proper form and execution
of the motor skills involved with the movement. Future

.. ", , <a re y,.
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investigations need to study the influence of various

cognitive strategies according to time intervals of the

endurance event in enhancing performance.

The suggestion by Weinberg (1985) to examine beliefs in

cognitive strategy effectiveness was partially studied in

the present investigation. The experimental groups were

provided with an effectiveness suggestion and rationale for

their cognitive strategy before they executed the endurance

performance. The control group which reported utilizing a

variety of cognitive strategies, but to a lesser extent than

experimental groups, was not given an effectiveness

suggestion or rationale for these strategies. This may have

been important in the control group having lesser endurance

performance times than the experimental groups. This

supports the possibility that believing in the effectiveness

of a strategy and understanding its rationale offers a

complementary beneficial impact toward elevating ones

physical performance capability. Subjects could be tested

while using a cognitive strategy only compared to subjects

utilizing a cognitive strategy given the rationale and

effectiveness suggestion for that strategy. Future studies

need to more closely examine how beliefs in the

effectiveness of cognitive strategies employed by

individuals contribute to improve their physical

performance.

Finally, Morgan (1990, personal communication) suggests
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that the differences between the strategies of association

and dissociation in effectively enhancing physical

performance offers a good direction for future research as

well. The present investigation utilized a leg-lift task to

measure endurance performance which may have restricted the

effectiveness of the associative strategy employed by the

subjects. In essence, the task itself may not have involved

enough whole body movement for the subjects to productively

monitor their level of exertion, rate of breathing, feelings

of fatigue, or quality of performance (i.e., proper form and

execution of complex skills). It is suggested that future

studies directly address this issue and develop a more

appropriate endurance task measure (i.e., cycle ergometer,

treadmill) in studying the effectiveness of different

cognitive strategies on physical performance.
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INFORMED CONSENT

The present investigation will examine how various

psychological variables affect endurance performance.

Specifically this study is interested in the relationship

between the thoughts and feelings of individuals while

performing a muscular leg-lift task. The leg-lift task will

be explained to you before you begin the experiment. This

task is enduring in nature and will require you to persist

by giving an all out effort throughout your performance. I

will be willing to answer any questions you may have

concerning any part of this study. Only group data will be

used and all subject's scores will be kept completely

confidential. A subject may withdraw from the experiment at

any time without prejudice. The final step will require the

completion of a questionnaire involving the effectiveness of

the experiment. There will be no harmful effects from

participation in this study either physically,

psychologically, or emotionally.
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USE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS
INFORMED CONSENT

NAME OF SUBJECT:

1. I hereby give consent to to
perform or supervise the following investigational procedure
or treatment:

I have (seen, heard) a clear explanation and understand the
nature and procedure of treatment; possible appropriate
alternative procedures that would be advantageous to me
(him, her); and the attendant discomforts of risks involved
and the possibility of complications which might arise. I
have (seen, heard) a clear explanation and understand the
benefits to be expected. I understand that the procedure or
treatment to be performed is investigational and that I may
withdraw my consent at any time without prejudice or
penalty. With my understanding of this, having received
this information and satisfactory answers to the questions I
have asked, I voluntarily consent to the procedure or
treatment designated in Paragraph 1 above.

DATE

SIGNED: SIGNED:

WITNESS SUBJECT

SIGNED: SIGNED:

WITNESS PERSON RESPONSIBLE

Instructions to persons authorized to sign:
If the subject is not competent, the persons responsible
shall be the legal appointed guardian or legally authorized
representative.
If the subject is a minor under 18 years of age, the person
responsible is the mother or father or legally appointed
guardian.
If the subject is unable to write his name, the following is
legally acceptable:
John H. (His X Mark) Doe and Two (2) witnesses
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SUBJECT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

Address_

Weight

Date of Birth

Age

Telephone #

Height

Do you have any of the following problems or have you ever
been diagnosed as having any of the following problems?

Difficulty with movements

Heart Attack or heart problems

An accident that may limit movement

Difficulties with posture or balance

Are you in good overall health? . If not,

please explain

Are you taking any prescribed medication? . If so,

what type of drug and the amount taken daily

Do you exercise on a regular basis?

type and amount of exercise per week

. If so, the

Date
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Indicate how you feel at this moment.

low moderate high

2 3 4 5 6

Blue

1 2

Hopeless

1 2

Elated

1 2

Depressed

1 2

Unhappy

1 2

Cheerful

1 2

Light-hearted

1 2

Carefree

1 2

Pleased

1 2

low

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

moderate

Sad

1

73

7

6 7

6 7

6 7

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

7

6 7

6 7

6 7

6 7

5 6 7

high
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Cognitive Strategy Questionnaire

What percentage of the time did you actually spend using the
cognitive strategy that was assigned to you?

Trial 1 Trial 2
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Mental Strategy Questionnaire

Did you at any time use positive self-statements to help
yourself maintain your performance?

Trial 1 Trial 2

If you answered "yes", then please indicate what percentage
of the time you used this strategy.

Trial 1 Trial 2

Did you at any time use distracting thoughts or images to
help yourself maintain your performance?

Trial 1 Trial 2

If you answered "yes", then please indicate what percentage
of the time you used this strategy.

Trial 1 Trial 2

Did you at any time focus on your bodily functions such as
monitoring your breathing or fatigue in your legs to help
yourself maintain your performance?

Trial 1 Trial 2

If you answered "yes", then please indicate what percentage
of the time you used this strategy.

Trial 1 Trial 2
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